HEALTH HAPPENS IN YOUTH MEDIA
School Funding, Dress Codes, Molly, Toxic Waste and Schooling Mayors on Youth Issues
Issue 16: June 27, 2013
Youth Media for Building Healthy Communities: Each week in the 14 BHC places, young people knit together
experiences at school, at work, at home and in their neighborhoods to tell stories about how health happens.

Governor Jerry Brown’s Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) will allow school districts and charter schools to
receive a per pupil-based grant that would support school costs for the neediest students. Those who will benefit
most from the proposal are English-language learners, foster youth and low-income families. “Since we don’t have
enough computers, our work isn’t as efficient, and we can’t all work on the limited number of computers we have.”
Student activists traveled to Sacramento to lobby for the bill. Voicewaves.
Graduation from UC Berkeley was a little easier this year for some students, thanks to the Graduation Gown
Lending Project, which helped provide free caps and gowns for students who had difficulty purchasing them.
“They’ve gotten to this point in their lives where they might have never thought they would have made it — and
they’re here, and they’ve completed all their years at CAL, and all the stress and hard work that comes with it. I
can’t imagine a student not being able to attend their graduation.” Youth Radio.
A collective of teachers and students created “East Side Stories: A grassroots vision for education and
community,” to bring culture, food and progressive educational workshops focused on Boyle Heights youth. The
conference brought in L.A. area high school students to speak about various social justice issues in their
communities. “We want our students to identify a problem or a concern of the community, and do their own
research to not just identify but do something about it.” On Boyle Heights Beat.
Suzan ran into trouble when she wore a sheer white blouse over a white tank top, violating a school uniform
policy that requires only solid white shirts. She had to replace the shirt and got an hour of detention, missing the
first half of her Spanish class. “There needs to be a more positive way for student discipline than pulling the
student out of their classes and harming their class time.” Voicewaves.
Davina finds her own style of gearing up to action is different from those around her. What can explain her
friends’ wanting to go to college, yet cutting class and dropping out of high school? “I don't know what to say to
motivate my friends, but hopefully I will be proof that their goals are not hard to accomplish.” Youth Radio.
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Amanda’s first memory of being bullied is from fifth grade. She wore used clothing, she recalls, and was a little
chubby. The bullying continued as she became something of a tomboy in high school and, after suffering the
mental health effects of bullying, Bencomo became an active volunteer in her high school’s Peace 90805 club.
“What keeps me from falling back into that (emotional state) is focusing on school and clubs. I know this isn’t
forever, so I need to not focus on the negative and look to the future.” Voicewaves.

By the time many teenagers have their first job interview, they have not been advised how to email and talk on the
phone in a professional way. Some still use their first email accounts, with slangy usernames, and have a habit of
writing slapdash emails. Phone interviews can also pose problems for youth untrained in the job market’s “soft
skills,” which demand a degree of poise and formality. “Their email will be inappropriate like
big-booty-something at gmail dot com.” Youth Radio.
In June, David testified during a hearing of the Senate Public Safety Committee in support of Assembly Bill 1006,
which would require courts and probation officers to inform youth offenders that they have the right to seal their
criminal records -- and how to go about it. His youth record kept him jobless after turning eighteen, until through
word of mouth he discovered he could start again with a clean slate. “Feeling defeated, before you even apply for a
job, is what can cause a person to go crazy.” Richmond Pulse.
Researchers at the UC Davis completed a report on the relative environmental vulnerability of people living in
different parts of the Coachella Valley. The report includes a map showing the cumulative environmental health
hazards of living in the Eastern Coachella Valley, and a demographic comparison between the eastern and western
portions of the Coachella Valley. “While I’d like to say the waste and dumping is the biggest problem, equally
disturbing is the fact that thousands of children and families are allowed to live in, around, and near such
dangerous waste.” Coachella Unincorporated.
With such large numbers of Americans suffering from depression, anxiety, panic, and eating disorders, ADHD, and
others, some might expect more public discussion on the issue of mental illness. Sacramento youth are coming
together to advocate to end the stigma people have against getting help with their mental health. “No one should
ever be afraid to seek help for what’s bothering them.” Access Sacramento.
Joshua has been bullied, moved around from school to school, questioned about his identity, and diagnosed with a
chronic condition. Instead of seeing himself as unlucky, he sees these experiences as the challenges that, as he
overcomes them to find happiness, make them who he is: a proud youth with high hopes. “To this day, I still want
to live a life that makes me happy… I am who I am and no one can change that.” The Know.
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Kendrick Lamar, a young rapper from Compton, CA, recently broke out with a commercially successful debut
album. At the height of his popularity, Lamar dedicated the video for his newest single to condemning the popular
party drug, “molly,” a form of MDMA. “I think he’s courageous and is owed the respect he’s received for standing
up for his opinion and being anti-drug in a culture where drugs are very popular. “ We’Ced.
A California program called Get On the Bus was created to ease the visiting process for kids with incarcerated
parents. Volunteers help prepare visitation papers and fundraise for family members. “When people feel like
they’re cared for, I’m talking about the inmates and the families, they’re going to act right.” Youth Radio.

Pesticides dumped into the ocean years ago have lingering effects on marine life caught and consumed today.
Endocrine-disrupting compounds, the most long-lasting chemicals, can affect thyroid and immune function and
that are especially hazardous to developing fetuses and infants. Despite advisories posted prominently in fishing
areas, many local fisherman ignore them and to keep their daily catch. Voicewaves.
For some, the pool is a simple source of fun, but for others it’s a more important resource. The pool can be a
diversion from the streets for urban children out of school for the summer, a safe place that parents appreciate. ”I
prefer them to be there swimming than to be out on the streets doing something they aren’t supposed to be
doing.” Access Sacramento.
As the Merced City Council deliberates on the budget for the 2013-2014 fiscal year, youth drafted Letters To The
Editor to explain why Merced should invest in its youth. “I think the city council should give 3% of its
discretionary funds to youth services. It will keep them out of the streets.” We’Ced.
The working class Filipino community in Long Beach is a force in organized labor. They’re the largest Asian group
in California, but are rarely discussed as a population in political or media discussions. Last year, they contributed
to getting a living wage for hotel workers and domestic caregivers with Measure N. Youth organizers spoke at the
Filipino Migrant Center’s third annual General Assembly this month. “We won the living wage campaign because a
lot of folks really mobilized for it.” The complete story is on Voicewaves.
Fresno voters defeated Measure G, a proposal that would allow the privatization of residential waste services to
the local waste management company Mid Valley Disposal. Measure G was contentious among city officials,
business owners and Fresno residents. “It basically hands one company an effective monopoly, which will just line
someone’s pockets.” The Know.
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When Najari was riding his bike during rush hour, he was run off the road by an SUV and sustained serious
injuries. No one pulled over to help him. When he learned that in the City of Richmond alone, there had been 18
cyclists injured in traffic and three others killed that year, “I decided, for the first time, to participate in the
Richmond Ride of Silence, a global event that honors bicyclist who have been injured or killed while riding, and
raises awareness of the need for cars to share the road.” Richmond Pulse.
Teen reporters heard Los Angeles Mayor-elect Eric Garcetti discuss his Boyle Heights roots, the economy and
whether East Los Angeles should become its own city, in a press conference this month. Garcetti answered
questions about recent controversies, like the recent shutdown of Exide Technologies, a battery recycling plant
that had been releasing toxic substances into the local environment. “In an ideal world, we’d clean it up, and keep
workers’ jobs there.” Boyle Heights Beat.

This wouldn’t be a newsletter of youth voices if everything they said fit neatly into our agenda. On that
note… The recent HBO film about Liberace, “Behind the Candelabra,” gave a young reporter in Coachella an idea for
a story. His great uncle was the coroner who revealed to the public that Liberace did not die of cardiac arrest, as the
entertainer’s personal physician had first claimed, but rather died of AIDS. The coroner was blamed for sullying
Liberace’s legacy, and now his great-nephew wants to tell the other side to the story. Coachella Unincorporated.
Visit http://ymbhc.wordpress.com/ for more youth perspectives on community health.
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